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Abstract: The significant changes which have occurred in the competitive scenario in which fashion
companies operate, combined with deep transformation in the lifestyles of final consumers, translate
into the need to redefine the business models. Starting from a general overview of the emerging
trends today affecting the fashion industry, the paper will devote particular attention to the analysis
of the most important phenomena that are influencing this market and the drivers for long-lasting
competitiveness: sustainability and attention to the so-called circular economy. According to the
literature, from the consumer behavior’s point of view, the younger generations are paying growing
attention to these issues. In light of these considerations, this paper aimed to analyze how sustainability
and circular economy principles are influencing the perception of the fashion world among the new
generations of consumers. After mapping the emerging trends in the fashion industry and analyzing
the role of sustainability from both the demand and supply side, this paper presents the results
of a survey conducted through an anonymous questionnaire made in collaboration with Insubria
University. The results of the survey describe the students’ behaviour as regards fashion’s emerging
trends, with particular attention to sustainability issues and the application of circular economy
principles. The survey results were analyzed from both a descriptive and quantitative point of view
with the aim to check the different perceptions as regards sustainable fashion and circular economy
in fashion, focusing mainly on the so-called Generation Z. The results of the analysis proved to be
consistent with the theoretical framework and confirm the relevance of sustainability issues in the
fashion industry today in driving the demand of Generation Z, by considering a gender perspective.
Moreover, the circular economy is descriptively analyzed with the aim to understand the relevance of
the different facets for the entire sample of respondents.
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1. Introduction

The fashion industry is a global business of 1.3 trillion dollars, which employs more than 300
million people worldwide [1] and represents a significant economic force and a substantial driver of
global GDP [2]. This industry operates in a highly competitive market dominated by the presence of
global brands. In recent times, despite the deep financial crisis of the last decade, the fashion industry
has attained fast growth and has experienced vast transformations. According to the market analysis
provided by some of the main international consultancy companies (McKinsey, Deloitte Group, BCG),
fashion companies today are operating in a very dynamic competitive environment, dominated by
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sudden changes and increasing uncertainty. In a framework dominated by a global increase of life
age, thanks to progress in the medical sector and other causes, the fashion industry today has the
opportunity to serve both young and old generations at the same time; this factor translates into the
need to diversify both business strategies and marketing approaches in order to satisfy the needs of
retired consumers and millennial ones. Uncertainty is driven by geopolitical and economic instability,
which have affected the market since the 2008 economic and financial crisis. In 2019 data from the
World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) forecast a slower growth of the industry in developed markets and a flat
growth curve in developing countries. The areas most affected by this trend are Europe, Middle East,
and Latin America. Due to the increase of economic uncertainty and political instability, the level of
spending for fashion products is declining and, at the same time, the demand for customized and
personalized fashion, at lower prices, is expected to grow in the future years. In addition to political
instability, other problematic events have characterized the last few years: terrorist attacks, natural
disasters, new epidemics, a combination of factors that are not only devastating for the people they
directly affect, but also have major consequences for companies and the local communities in which
businesses are rooted.

Another important change in the competitive scenario is the growing digitalization of the
economy [3,4]. The fashion industry is more and more interconnected with the digital world. Digital
platforms and digital marketing strategies are becoming prevalent in the fashion market and many
new brands have emerged with the development of e-commerce, which allows companies to engage
consumers through virtual reality. According to McKinsey [1], a big increase in online sales is
expected in the future with respect to total sales; this trend particularly affects the fashion luxury
segment, which is expected to represent about 13% of the total fashion market in 2020. In recent
years, the fashion industry has also experienced an improvement in relationships with existing
clients through marketing and digital promotion, rather than expansion through geographic channels
and store network expansion [5,6]. Most fashion executives see investments in Information and
Communications Technology and the digitalization of the value chain as big opportunities [7,8].
Technological investment becomes strategic as the fashion market experiences a growing speed of fast
fashion trends. Technology improvement in the production process can provide new opportunities
for business, like an acceleration of the life, robust reduction in labor costs, an increase in margins,
along with the localization of materials/products (for example, digitalization of inventory), and also
increase the sustainability of processes [9,10]. Data provided by the International Labor Organization
(ILO) estimate that, within a few decades, more than half of all salaried workers (especially in
emerging countries, where labor force in the industry is concentrated), will be displaced by automation
techniques and advanced technologies in the fashion industry, as in other manufacturing based sectors
too. Agile businesses are usually more stable and dynamic, because the mix between employee
empowerment, development sprints, and the ability to bring solutions rapidly to customers can help
a company become more efficient [11]. Agility requires fashion companies to build flexible supply
chains and delivery models able to respond quickly when the environment changes. Disruptions and
instability are situations that are not going to stop. Successful fashion companies, in front of uncertainty
in the competitive scenario, are acting flexibly to ensure that customer needs are met as a primary
objective. To be dynamic is becoming strategic to survive in the long-term and this implies the need for
companies to update technologies and to interpret the new trends and to identify how these challenges
can be translated into marketing opportunities. As markets and consumer behaviours become more
and more sophisticated every year, a successful company must be an “agile” organization, as they
cannot delay decisions. In this highly competitive context, the fashion market is becoming more
and more concentrated: this phenomenon is reflected with the increasing growth, on the one hand,
of mergers and acquisitions activities and, on the other hand, of strategic partnership agreements [12].
The creation of big conglomerates makes fashion industry brands feel more comfortable and less
uncertain about the challenges of the global market. Alongside changes in the competitive environment
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in which fashion firms operate, consumer behaviour and preferences continue to evolve rapidly;
this requires companies to adapt rapidly to emerging trends by focusing on product innovation and by
developing new designs for creating new fashion trends [13,14].

In particular, the most important changes affecting fashion demand can be summarized as follows:
Attention to sustainability and circular economy. Sustainability has recently become an important

new driver in consumers’ purchasing decisions. Phenomena such as the global population growth,
climate change, and land and water scarcity have intensified in recent years and sustainability pressures
related both to product and production processes became more relevant in this industry [15,16].
The speed of fast fashion, which has emerged in recent years as a new phenomenon with great impacts
on the industry, amplifies problems, as it is causing high water consumption, high discharge of
hazardous chemicals, an increase in waste, an increase in violations of human rights, together with
bigger greenhouse gas emissions. Consumers are expecting transparency more and more across the
entire value chain; they want to have more information about both the provenience of goods and
the quality of materials used. Brands are responding to these challenges which have arisen from
the demand side by trying to be more transparent, in many cases specifying the costs of materials,
the mark-up, the costs of labor, transport, duties, and so on. Many cross-industry initiatives have
helped companies to identify more sustainable work practices across the product life cycle and several
brands have publicly fixed sustainability goals and set standards for imports of fabrics, and they are
promoting initiatives for improving innovations in the materials used for producing fashion items.

Online shopping. Statistic ranks available on the Statista.it platform provide the most popular
online shopping categories worldwide, sorted by share of internet users who have purchased products
from selected categories online. According to this source, in 2018 57% of global internet users purchased
online fashion-related products. In recent years, online platforms have continued to grow and have
become increasingly important in the fashion industry [10]. Many platforms, like Zalando, Amazon,
and Myntra, already operate in the fashion industry with their own private label fashion offerings.
Online platforms are supposed to grow also in both premium and luxury segments; in this context,
fashion companies are trying to improve the customer experience and to increase the quality and
variety of services offered. Increasing the importance of online shopping for mass market and luxury
fashion items has forced fashion brands to collaborate with online platforms [10,16,17]. Most traditional
fashion companies are still skeptical about making collaborations with online giant e-commerce players,
because they are scared to lose some control over their brand/company. When brands agree on a
partnership with online platforms, there is the need to sign conditions that can benefit both parties.
Fashion companies cannot ignore e-commerce anymore and having a partnership with big online
players could be a good way to survive in the market and increase the possibility to sell items in more
countries, strengthening brand awareness at the same time.

Fast fashion. Competitive pressures are becoming higher and global demand continues to ask
for new collections rapidly. Changing collections about every three weeks has induced consumers to
act with a new behavior called “see now—buy now”. Collections and new fashion items are not only
seasonal brought to market, but increased during the year. The New York Times used the expression
“fast fashion” for the first time at the end of 1989, when Zara opened a shop in New York; according
to this source, a garment produced by Zara would take 15 days to move from the mind of a stylist
to the sale of the product itself in a store. Fast fashion is an economic phenomenon that has allowed
everyone to dress following the latest trends [17]. In the last twenty years spending little to dress well
and in a different way has become the norm for most people, and this is the reason driving the success
of the “fast fashion” trend, that is rapidly becoming present in every market [18]. Customers love to
see different products every week/month in their favorite stores and this has led to an increase in the
demand for new fashion collections over a smaller period of time. This practice has also, on its negative
side, increased pressure and strain on the creativity of designers. At the same time, the production
rhythms imposed on companies following this trend are only sustainable, from a production viewpoint,
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by delocalizing the production in countries where labor costs are low and where it is therefore easy for
workers to be exploited.

Personalization. During the last few years, consumers have become more squeamish and more
demanding, they always have high expectations for quality products, customization experiences, and
instant assistance at low prices. Consumers choose fashion items according to their values and their
personal style [14]. For this reason, fashion companies have to understand how to offer products
and experiences that customers will perceive as unique. Many fashion companies have answered
to this trend by enlarging their product portfolio and becoming more and more “multistyle brands”.
This solution can work well, but sometimes the company has to think about what is the difference
that makes the product of a brand unique for both customers and competitors [14,17]. A wrong
choice can rapidly destroy the brand reputation; this is why brand diversification cannot be the only
optimal solution.

Use of artificial intelligence. This technological solution help into turn large and diverse datasets
into enriched information that can be used by companies to improve the entire supply chain, starting
from design to manufacturing, sales, and advertising [19,20]. Artificial intelligence is largely used to
understand consumers’ preferences. This helps companies with advertising to reach people who have
demonstrated (for example, through web researches or number of clicks) interest in a special type of
product and allows customization of advertisements and personalization of promotions. In this way,
potential customers will receive advertisements on products and services that the artificial intelligence
algorithm realizes they were searching, or even complementary ones.

Importance of social media and influencers. One of the main trends in developing e-commerce
is social commerce—that is, the use of social media, which supports social interactions, and
the contribution of users to assist the sale and purchase of online products and services [21].
This phenomenon is at the beginning of its diffusion, all its potential is thus still to be discovered
and analyzed [22]. Social media, such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, blog, wiki, and the many other
social platforms, has proliferated in these last years, allowing businesses to develop a real social
media strategy to exploit the enormous potential provided by these channels. Moreover, while in
this period of economic crisis the channel of fashion and traditional apparel is undergoing consistent
declines, the fashion and online apparel industry is the one that marks the biggest growth with regard
to e-commerce sales. A multichannel strategy is no longer seen by companies as a simple means to
sell more, but as a useful tool for managing the relationship with the customer, putting at its disposal
as many options to follow them in their purchase [23,24]. Multichannel is an increasingly complex
phenomenon involving the client at home and in all its movements on different platforms (PC, Tablet,
Smartphone, etc.). If the search engines play a particular part in the search for the information, social
networks play a strategic role in the post-sales phase. In the social media era, the fashion industry is
experiencing the growing role of influencers, as consumers perceive their lifestyle as more authentic
and attractive than traditional advertisements [24,25]. Influencers are perceived as near to the common
people because they are not models and are not forced to make a campaign, but wear what they
like and what fits well on their body; they also show their outfits during a common day in common
situations [25]. This important choice does not take into account only the number of followers, but
above all the fundamental ability to involve their readers (customer engagement) by inviting them to
leave comments, opinions, and likes, together with the ease of being able to gain new followers in a
given period. Strong brands that are able to compete successfully in the market today are characterized
by rapid growth, social media influence, and e-commerce focused distribution.

Smartphone obsession. According to data from McKinsey and the BoF Fashion Survey of 2018
and 2019, mobile data traffic has surpassed desktop traffic and half of the young generation called
“millennials” spend more than three hours every day on their personal smartphones [26,27]. This trend
forced many fashion companies to create apps for mobile phones, where customers can visit the
website adjusted for mobile devices and buy online directly from the smartphone. As consumers every
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year discover the convenience of using their mobile phones for transactions, mobile payments are also
growing fast.

Less importance attached to ownership. Today, consumers express a desire to take advantage of a
variety of items and models, placing increased attention on sustainability and affordability of sources.
More and more consumers prefer to rent clothes rather than buy them [28,29].

Among the aforementioned changes, the attention to sustainability has undoubtedly been one of
the most important trends in the last recent years [30]. Closely connected to the theme of sustainability
is that of circularity: new initiatives based on a circular economy have arisen recently in the global
market [31,32]. For example, the Ellen McArthur Foundation has created the “Circular Fibers Initiative”,
which has been the beginning of sensibilization to the circular economy for textiles. Their initiative
promotes a transition from the traditional production system to renewable energy sources; the circular
model builds economic, natural, and social capital based on three principles: minimize waste and
pollution, keep products and materials in use (circular system), regenerate natural systems. In the next
section the new trends of the fashion market in terms of sustainability and circular economy will be
examined, in order to carry out an in-depth analysis on the perception that the new generations have
of these issues in relation to the fashion world. In fact, more and more young consumers are proving
to be highly sensible to social and environmental issues and their shopping habits are influenced by
those principles. The fashion market is showing the growing tendency of young consumers to follow
brands that show attention to these themes, avoiding others [33].

In this framework, the aim of this paper is to offer first an embryonic deepening, susceptible to
further investigations, on a current topic but currently little investigated by managerial literature.
The growing attention that consumers and, in particular, the younger generations, assign to issues
of sustainability and the circular economy, is in fact reflected in the strategies and business models
of fashion companies, leading to a redefinition of sectorial boundaries. This perspective opens up
interesting research perspectives for management scholars, in particular for marketing and business
strategy studies.

2. The Importance of Sustainability and Circular Economy for the Fashion Market in a Gender
Generation Perspective

2.1. Sustainability and Circular Economy

Sustainability has long been at the center of both scientific and institutional debate. Awareness of
the need for a change in the sustainable development approach was reaffirmed in the 2030 Agenda.
The Agenda is a program of rules, binding the governments of the member countries in respecting
people and more properly our planet. It gathers 17 objectives, the so-called Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) for sustainable development, with 169 goals to be reached by 2030, the deadline within
which nations must have met standards for achieving goals [34]. The document in which the 2030
agenda is contained takes the name of Transforming Our World and focuses on the three pillars of
sustainable development: economic growth, social inclusion and, environmental protection [35,36].
Hák, Janoušková, and Moldan [37] argued that the achievement of sustainability objectives is extremely
important for achieving a qualitatively better standard of living. The commitment that each State will
have to implement this goal is extremely important and necessary for the common good of today and
tomorrow. Taking into account at the same time, and in a balanced way, the three dimensions that are
traced in the 17 objectives—namely, economic, social, and ecological development—will have to change
the vision and politics of each State [38]. This approach inevitably involves the transition from a linear
industrial system to a circular system that can be enabled by the introduction of a new business model,
a product manufacturing cycle with a view to both economic and environmental sustainability [39].
Optimization of resource consumption, reduction of energy waste, and reduction of waste are the
possibilities in terms of saving capital and resources, with an impact on the environment both inside
the company and outside. Circularity subverts traditional business models, leading companies to focus
on managing resources within markets rather than in production alone. Businesses are driven to focus
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on what is truly valuable for customers [40]. The circular economy, therefore, becomes a paradigm that
balances economic development with the protection of the environment and resources.

The circular economy is very topical and is attracting the attention of both scholars and
institutions [41,42]. It is a multidisciplinary issue, which literature is addressing from different
points of view [43–46].

According to the classical definition [47–49], a circular economy is an economy designed to be able
to regenerate itself, using two types of materials: those organic or renewable, designed to be reused
and re-entered at the end of their life cycle in the biosphere, and technical or non-renewable ones,
designed to switch cyclically from production to consumption with a minimum loss of quality or value.
As an alternative to the linear model of industrial economy, where a resource is used and the deficit
discarded, the vision of mass consumerism is undermined in the circular economic system through
ever new production factors [50,51]. Reuse and recycling act as starting points to avoid major waste
of resources, thus reducing the consequent negative externalities on the external environment [52].
Contaminations, pollution, but also conflicts for the control of supplies have characterized the history of
industrialization. As a consequence, circular economy and the sustainability approach are the basis for
generating long-lasting benefits by guaranteeing an economic system capable of creating lasting growth,
originating income and work for sustenance [53,54]. Sustainability and circular economy impact all
sectors of the economy and the fashion world is strongly affected by these new approaches to economic
development. Historically, the fashion industry has been associated with excessive consumerism,
extremely high costs, elitism, or guilty pleasures. In recent years, sustainability has been one of the
most important trends affecting this industry, as already discussed in the previous paragraph [55].
Some data are useful to clarify this point. As previously analyzed, the fashion industry represents a
business with a global turnover of 1.3 trillion dollars and it employs more than 300 million people
worldwide. Cotton production represents almost 7% of all jobs in some low-income countries [1].
At the same time, the fashion industry uses more than 98 million tons of non-renewable resources
annually, including oil to produce synthetic fibers, fertilizers for cotton plantations, and chemicals
for producing, dyeing, and finishing fibers and fabrics. To these, 93 billion cubic meters of water are
added, that contribute to worsening the events of drought, the emission of about 1.2 billion tons of CO2,
and 500 thousand tons of microplastic fibers poured into the oceans. The social effects are dramatic:
employment in the textile sector in underdeveloped countries is often synonymous with low wages,
exaggerated working hours, child labor, and slavery conditions. Until the seventies of the last century,
in a context in which environmental concerns began to take on importance, fashion firms limited
themselves to interpreting sustainability in a communicative key, mainly through green marketing
initiatives. It is only from the 1990s that sensitivity towards environmental and social problems has
taken on a new value, not only communicative, but above all anchored to the actual productive
and organizational capacity of companies [56]. The attention to sustainability, including all those
interventions of attention to the territory and the community in which the company operates, respect
and protection of the environment, enhancement of human resources, safety of working conditions and
protection of health [53], have thus become fundamental drivers for the development of the fashion
industry [15,16,57]. In a broader sense and in a strategic key [58,59], the concept of sustainability
embraces the search for well-being, for a better quality of life and a sense of responsibility towards
the community [60]. In an environmental scenario in which the “well-being” variable increasingly
becomes a measure of the wealth that a production system is capable of expressing, the attention
to sustainability goes in the direction of behaviors that do not end in ethical responsibility and in
compliance with regulations, but takes on strategic significance [11]. The approach to sustainability, in
fact, impacts the entire value chain, from the commercial proposal to the relationship with the final
consumer, up to the management of the end-of-life of a product, within a network gradually more
extensive and complex. Empirical evidence shows that the best-performing companies in terms of
sustainability are those capable of integrating it into governance processes and in rethinking business
models, with the aim of seizing the growth opportunities that a sustainable approach brings with
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it [61]. At the same time, compulsive fashion shortens the average life of a dress: the average number
of times a garment is worn before disposal has decreased by 36%. In China this value is about 70% [62].
The other novelty concerns the raw material used to produce fashion items in terms of type of fiber:
polyester has scaled cotton, becoming the most used fabric since the beginning of the twenty-first
century. Garments made of 100% polyester are relatively easy to reconvert into reusable materials [63].
In parallel, the use of mixed fibers, cotton-acrylic or cotton-elastane, are very difficult to recycle and
therefore end up swelling the already filled undifferentiated dumps of the world [64]. Very different
is the case of mixtures with natural fiber, for example, cotton and polyester. These mixes, to date,
are essentially non-recyclable due to the fact that these two components cannot be separated at low
cost [63]. Some countries, like the Philippines and India, have closed the imports of second-hand
clothes, in order to protect the local textile industry [64]. On the other side, South Africa government
allows the import of second-hand clothing only for charitable issues and not for commercial resale [65].

Finally, it is important to remember that in 2009 the Copenhagen Fashion Summit launched the
first sustainability program for fashion companies. In fact, for the first time a report guide has been
published on sustainability issues addressed to fashion company CEOs. The CEO’s Agenda was
published in partnership with famous fashion brands and defined Seven Priority Actions useful to
have a higher sustainability inside the industry: supply chain traceability, saving water, energy and
chemicals, workers’ security and respect, sustainable material mix, circular fashion system, better wage
systems, digital revolution. The goal of the CEO’s Fashion Agenda is to encourage fashion leaders to
drive their design and product development teams to create durable products, favoring disassembly of
fibers and realizing recyclable garments. On the other side, retailers are incentivized to increase the
presence of collections of used garments. Leading fashion companies are encouraged on the one hand
to collaborate with governments to develop better circular systems, and on the other hand to develop
innovative technologies that can transform textile waste into high-quality fibers. The fashion industry
is still far away from being a circular system, where materials are designed and recycled in order to
generate “additional value” rather than “additional waste”. Many pioneers’ companies are exploring
“circular models” but, unfortunately, it is a slow transition due to regulatory deficiencies, logistical
problems, a lack of technical and economic resources, and a lack of comprehensive solutions as well as
adequate infrastructure.

In this scenario, affluent millennial consumers want their preferred fashion brands to be involved
and provide a positive contribution to their ecosystem with practical actions and are willing to pay
a premium price for those products that come from sustainable brands. In fact, since they value
transparency and authenticity, they expect the brands that they buy to reflect their own values. The new
affluent generations are more socially and environmentally conscious, and so have higher expectations
of fashion brands to be more sustainable and ethical in their production processes. This implies an
important lesson for fashion brands that want to attract and retain this market segment: brands need
to evolve towards new business models based on ethical, sustainable, and circular fashion [64,66].

2.2. Gender/Generation Features

In the context of sustainability, with reference to the fashion sector the analysis of the concept
of generation related to gender assumes importance and will be relevant for the description of the
survey, the detection of the hypothesis, and the subsequent descriptive and statistical analysis. Usually,
it is useful to define the concept of “generation” when there is the necessity to indicate that being
born in a certain period and having lived the crucial years of formation in a given cultural climate,
characterized by particular historical events, leaves a trace on the ways of feeling, thinking, and acting
of individuals [67]. It can be useful to remember that there are five different generations working at the
same time [67,68]. Generation X: born between 1965 and 1979, they represent 33% of the workforce,
for them it is important that the career is well balanced with private life. In adulthood they assisted
the birth of the first computers and are pioneers of technological revolutions in the communication
field [67,69]. Generation Y or Millenials: born between 1980 and 1994, they are now the highest group
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of people at work and represent 35% of the total work force. They are usually represented as “the first
digital natives” and they are smart with all available technologies, being able to use also devices in
a multitasking way [70]. They are extremely focused on improving themselves and acquiring new
professional skills, always trying to reach new goals [69,70]. Generation Z: born after 1995, they live in
an era of economic crisis and technological evolution. They have an eight-second attention threshold
in which they are able to decide what is interesting and what is not for them. Generation Z is now
entering the labor market and will radically change the way of doing business, both as regards the
approach to work and as consumers [71,72]. Regarding the role of gender and sustainability in driving
consumer demand, a wide number of previous works [72–76] have highlighted the main features of
this phenomenon with regard to different sectors and fields (e.g., food products, education, mobility,
and entrepreneurship). The most relevant and consistent results argue that women, especially in
the age group between 18 and 34 years, with a higher qualification and an occupation as a student,
employee, or teacher, are on average more informed, aware, and passionate than men with regard to
the applications of sustainability principles in various fields. Moreover, numerous studies have shown
that women’s high sensitivity and strong sense of female altruism can influence the gap between men
and women, but a recent American study showed that there may be a further reason [77–79]. One of
the most significant results is certainly from the work of Brough, Wilkie, Ma et al. [79], which revealed
the existence of a psychological connection between sustainability and femininity. Men tend to avoid
eco-friendly behaviors and lifestyles because they are judged as un-feminine. With regard to the
relationship between fashion, generation of belonging, and sustainability, it is important to point
out that, following the PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) report “Millennials vs Generation Z” [80],
the custodians of this green conception of fashion are Millennials and Generation Z. Respondents
make quality one of the prerequisites for the purchase—with six out of 10 people preferring the quality
of the garments and accessories purchased over the price—and prefer to buy sustainable products
(37%) with the desire (not all, but many) to spend more to buy a responsible product. The data, based
on a sample of 2424 respondents, of which 39% were born between 1980 and 1994 (Millennials) and
63% were born between 1995 and 2010 (Generation Z), show that it is precisely the youngest who are
willing to face an increased price tag for a responsible product. The opinions of under-38s are one of
the indicators that fashion companies must pay attention to in order to develop an effective long-term
strategy [81]. Today, young people represent 30% of luxury buyers and between now and 2025 they
will cover over 45% of total purchases [82]. In addition, the share of Millennials who have invested
in a company (not only in the fashion sector, but overall) committed to sustainability continues to
grow: between 2015, when it stood at a share of 17%, and 2018, the value more than doubled, reaching
37% [82]. On the other hand, the aspirational share is down: today, 40% of Millennials would like to
invest in a sustainable company, compared to 52% in 2017 [83].

Considering the macrotrends analyzed in the first part of the work and these social and generational
characteristics, the following hypotheses will be tested:

• H1: Is there a difference between the general fashion sustainability propensity among females
and males of the sample, referring to Generation Z?

• H2: Is there a difference between the sectorial fashion sustainability (animal welfare, ethical wages,
environmental impact) among females and males of the sample, referring to Generation Z?

• H3: Considering the entire sample, is there a difference between the general fashion sustainability
propensity among Generation Z and the other part of respondents (i.e., Generations X and Y and
baby boomers)?

• Descriptive Research Question (DRQ) 1: From a descriptive point of view, relating to the circular
economy questionnaire results, which are the most relevant features for the respondents about
this phenomenon?
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3. Materials and Methods

To collect these data, a mixed method approach was used [84,85] and the participants were
selected using some digital tools, such as email, social media (Facebook, Instagram), and Whatsapp.
The entire sample of respondents was considered, excluding the uncompleted responses (for this
motivation 35 questionnaires were not considered). The research was conducted from September
2019 to December 2019. The methodology used is applicable when there are both qualitative and
quantitative data to collect and analyze, with an integration of distinctive methodologies. The survey
was created using Google Module, a useful and free tool to create and manage surveys, questionnaires,
multiple-choice tests, quizzes, and much more. Some questions were elaborated using the five-point
Likert scale [86]. The questionnaire was totally anonymous, and the results describe the behavior of
respondents about fashion matters, from their preferences in buying to the discarding of clothes. The
sections of the questionnaire were elaborated on by the authors and were based, in certain cases, on
previous surveys [87–89].

Participants were invited to complete a form concerning the following topics, divided in five
blocks:

1. General information from respondents;
2. Fashion product characteristics;
3. Online Shopping;
4. Circular economy;
5. Sustainable fashion.

Moreover, due to the target of the work, the exact age factor was employed, instead of the
generational terms Millennials or Generation Y, Generation X, and Generation Z, in order to identify
the relevant part of the respondents for the subsequent analysis. In this way it was possible to correctly
divide the sample into different age groups. From a methodological point of view, for the description
of the sample and for testing, DRQ1 (Descriptive Research Question 1) was used as the instrument
of descriptive statistics. It is a set of techniques used to describe the basic characteristics of the data
collected in an experiment/study [90]. It provides a simple summary, through some techniques, of the
sample and the measurements collected. Together with simple graphical analysis, it constitutes the
initial starting point for any quantitative data analysis [91]. The hypothesis testing technique was used
for testing the other three hypotheses. This technique is employed for data analysis and inference,
and it is considered one of the most reliable statistical tools [92], and it is usually employed to test
economic and social phenomena [93].

For testing our three hypotheses, two kinds of tests were used.
For testing H1 and H3 the Z-test was used. This test is a parametric statistical test used to verify

whether the average value of a distribution differs significantly from a certain reference value [94,95].
With respect to the data normality and respecting the assumption for the parametric tests, it was
possible to verify if there was a gender difference in the level of sustainability in the fashion for the
Generation Z (H1) and if there were different levels of fashion sustainability (H3) between Generation
Z and the other respondents (Generation X, Z, and Baby Boomers).

The second Hypothesis (H2) was evaluated with the Chi-Squared Test of Independence. In this
case, two casual variables are described as independent if the probability distribution of one variable is
not influenced by the presence of the second [92–94]. By using this tool, the aim was to test if there was
a relationship between the sex and the specific level in the fashion sustainability. This hypothesis was
made by three tests (related to the same sample) that evaluated the following aspects: ethical wage,
environment, and animal welfare.

4. Results

From a descriptive point of view, the number of final respondents was 1238; considering gender,
the sample was made up of 70% women and men for the remaining 30%.
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In order to better differentiate the different generations, respondents were also asked to indicate
their age. The great majority were young people (16–25 years old, Generation Z), which represented
83% of the total sample. The following graph (Figure 1) shows the age distribution among respondents.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 19 
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Figure 1. Age of respondents to the survey.

Considering the focus of the paper, the following analysis will be based on the questions related
to sustainable fashion (H1, H2, H3) and the circular economy (DRQ1). According to the fact that
the number of people buying ethical clothes is increasing, but still represents a niche market [95],
respondents were asked to think about shopping ethically and give, according to their personal values,
more or less importance to various aspects of sustainability practices; as we can see in the next graph
(Figure 2), basically, those aspects were equally important for the respondents.
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Figure 2. Sustainability aspects.

As previously analyzed, the literature highlighted three trends that were taken as the basis for
the quantitative analysis. Starting from this point, an index of sustainability was elaborated made by
the values, derived from the sample, regarding the aspects of the concepts of animal welfare, ethical
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wages, and the impact on the environment. Consequently, we introduced a response mean index
for testing our hypotheses. Using the values derived from the survey related to the importance of
sustainable fashion, we investigated the first hypothesis object (H1). H1 potentially verifies if the
answers provided a gender difference between males and females belonging to Generation Z, in order
to understand if the importance of sustainability principles in fashion is, overall, equal or not between
these two groups. The results are shown in Tables 1–3:

Table 1. Z-test sustainability fashion index.

Data Value

Sustainability Fashion Index Female (Mean) 3.37
Sustainability Fashion Index Male (Mean) 2.91

Variance of the Females 0.43
Variance of the Males 0.87
Number of Females 750
Number of Males 283

Table 2. Chi-squared test sustainability in fashion (sectorial).

Evaluation of
Sustainability in Fashion

Per Sector

Ethical Wage Animal Welfare Environment

Female Male Female Male Female Male

0 3 18 6 14 4 13
1 20 16 16 20 14 9
2 95 62 76 66 80 38
3 252 98 218 92 249 90
4 380 89 434 91 403 133

Test X-squared = 69.492,
df = 4

X-squared = 86.137,
df = 4

X-squared = 25.466,
df = 4

p-value p-value < 0.001 p-value < 0.001 p-value < 0.001

Table 3. Generation differences in fashion sustainability.

Generation Z People > 26 Y.o.

Mean of the sustainability Fashion Index 3.24 Mean of the sustainability Fashion Index 3.17
Variance 0.59 Variance 0.78

Sample numerosity 1033 Sample numerosity 188

Assuming the normality of the data, a Z-test was elaborated for analyzing the mean most significant
differences between female and male, with a result of 7.63, with a p-value of 0.001. The results of the
questionnaire support H1. In fact, considering the three fashion categories taken into account, gender
seems to be relevant regarding the role of sustainability in fashion, as the female category was more
sustainable in fashion than male.

The three index categories are represented, from a descriptive point of view, in the following
graph (Figure 3).

Considering the three categories of the index, for testing H2, a Pearson’s Chi-squared test was used.
The previous table shows the results of the tests. The results of the survey completely support

H2. In fact, gender difference (for Generation Z) seems to be relevant also for the three categories
separately analyzed. It was possible to affirm that there was a statistically significant gender difference,
and for this reason, H2 was accepted. The aspect investigated in H3 is if the sustainability fashion
index presents some differences between different generations. It is important to remark that, for this
hypothesis, two groups were created: Generation Z and people that are more than 26 years old.
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Figure 3. Gender difference in fashion sustainability.

Assuming the normality of the data, a Z-test was elaborated for the mean difference between
Generation Z and people who were more than 26 years old, which had a result of 1.04 with a p-value
bigger than 0.1; for this reason, H3 was refused. There was no evidence that between these two groups,
the level of sustainable fashion was similar. This is a surprising result due to the fact that, according to
the literature, there is a positive relationship between age and the attention to sustainability principles.
In this case, probably, the result was partially influenced by the sample composition.

Regarding DRQ1, as aforementioned in the previous theoretical paragraph, circular economy is
getting more and more important in order to produce sustainable garments in the future, in which a
growth of the global population is forecast. In the survey there was a section completely dedicated
to this topic, with questions related to the consumer’s motivation behind buying used clothes or
discarding personal dresses. For the analysis of these questions the entire sample of respondents
was taken into consideration. The first question was linked to the concept of discarding a dress,
the following graph (Figure 4) summarizes the main motivations emerging from the survey.
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The results of the survey show that three of the four alternatives had mainly the same percentage
of results (considering the value of “Very Much” and “Pretty Much”). Damage, fitting problems,
and preferences showed the same trend and it is possible to affirm that, for the sample analyzed,
these contribute in the same way to the discarding process. Considering fashion and trends,
the breakdown of responses was different. A relevant part of the sample affirmed that they do
not agree with this statement, this answer was certainly influenced by the composition of the
respondents (who were mainly students and young people). Another item of the survey was related
to the opportunity to give a “second chance” to personal clothes. On this question, respondents
declared to usually bring clothes to charity shops or give them to friends or family members. This is an
important aspect for creating circular economy, but from the answers it also emerged that respondents
do not often consider repairing clothes or reinventing them. This can be explained by the fact that,
considering the sample composition, it is possible to think that respondents usually buy low prices for
one item and they do not have the technical skills to repair it by themselves. Another reason is the fact
that fashion tendencies are changing very fast, as explained earlier (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Before throwing clothes away, would you consider it important to do one of the
following actions?

The last element related to the circular economy was related to the frequency of purchase of
clothing in second-hand stores.

The previous graph (Figure 6) shows that the majority of respondents can afford to buy new
clothes instead of used ones (in terms of economic possibilities). This last question shows how people
are not likely to buy from second-hand stores, for two main reasons [96,97]:

1. Buying form second-hand stores in the Italian culture is a practice made usually by people who
cannot economically afford to buy new clothes;

2. Used clothes are often not in line with current fashion tendencies.

In fact, in Western countries, the “second-hand fashion market” is still just a niche market in
which customers are mainly poor people and a very small percentage of people who just buy items
there because they believe in circular economy as a real sustainable practice. The world’s largest
importers of used clothing are Sub-Saharan countries, receiving over 25% of global second-hand
clothing exports [98].
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

After analyzing the main fashion trends from 2016 to the present, it is possible to highlight those
destined to persist in the coming years: the adoption of sustainability practices among fashion players,
attention to the sustainability of the entire value chain, continuous improvement of customer service
provided by digital platforms, increased automation of production processes. In recent years, more
and more attention has been paid to the issues of environmental sustainability by Governments,
consumers, and companies. The textile sector has been the subject of heavy criticism connected to
its environmental impacts and human health arising from residues of substances on products and
production processes associated with it. Attention to the ecological dimension is expressed in reducing
the waste of natural resources, reducing production costs, reducing global warming, and paying
attention to the consequences of overpopulation, containing the toxicity of certain industrial products,
and reducing air and water pollution. According to the analyses carried out, a positive trend clearly
emerged for the future; the answers provided by respondents represent hope for an increase in the
ethical approaches to business and in the adoption of sustainable strategies and practices in the fashion
industry. The results are strictly consistent with the literature related to the topic analyzed in the paper;
in fact, considering Generation Z as a benchmark (due to the number of respondents which composed
the sample), it was analyzed how, based on a gender classification, the answers related to these topics
present differences. The sample clearly showed a preponderance of the role assigned to sustainability
in fashion by female respondents. Much more interesting, and partially divergent from the literature,
is the non-difference within the sample between Generation Z and people older than 26 years old.
This result could be determined by the composition of the sample (see the paragraph “Limitations
of the Research and Future Developments”) even if, for the central limit theorem, a number equal to
188 is largely sufficient to approximate the data to a normal distribution. Considering the role of the
circular economy, fashion companies can implement a circular policy by choosing the most suitable
business model. It is important not to forget the importance of the design of fashion product that
can be disassembled, the conception of the product as a service, the use of available resources, the
recovery, reuse, and extension of the product life cycle. According to the respondents, as previously
discussed, the decision-making process to discard a dress is mainly based on concrete issues and
personal tastes, and they consider fashion as a less important element. Considering the aspect of
solidarity, it emerged that over 1000 respondents (which represented more than 80% of the sample)
were inclined to leave their used clothes to voluntary associations/churches. This is a favorable point
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for the development, in solidarity, of this kind of economy. Finally, it seems that the purchase of used
clothes is not interesting for the respondents; this result was certainly influenced by the economic
condition and Italian cultural background, which is very different from other countries such as India
or Vietnam, where this practice is well diffused [64,99].

The survey highlighted the growing attention that the younger generations today are paying to
sustainability and circular economy, which leads to the conclusion that for the fashion market these
factors are becoming a strategic element of great importance and a source of long-lasting competitive
advantage. The increased sensitivity of consumers toward the questions correlated to sustainability
causes fashion brands to improve their reputation by encompassing social responsibility in their
value proposal.

The changed competitive context in which companies find themselves operating inevitably
leads sustainability to become a powerful driver of innovation. This perspective, in a phase of
growing affirmation, reflects the need for fashion companies to redirect their strategic approach toward
transforming social responsibility and sustainability into a competitive opportunity to benefit both the
individual companies and the overall sector. These trends open interesting research opportunities
under the profile of the analysis of strategic behavior and emerging new business models in this sector,
even today barely investigated by management literature. In this sense, the present study aimed to
offer a first, albeit embryonic, innovative contribution to management studies on a topic currently little
investigated by the literature.

6. Limitations of the Research and Future Developments

Finally, our results are subject to certain research limitations, firstly due to the digital tools
employed. The concept of a standardized survey administered only online certainly limited the
participation of a relevant number of older generations. Nonetheless, the primary respondents, due to
the age, were students or young people. For this reason, the analyzed sample was unbalanced and
it forced us to focus most of the analysis on the so-called Generation Z, influencing our conclusions.
A clear limitation of this paper, as briefly explained in Section 5, was the part of sample used for H3.
It is clear to all authors that the numerical differences between Generation Z and the rest of the sample
are relevant. We can only underline, however, according to the central limit theorem (concerning the
normality of the data), that the numerosity was greater than 120. For this reason, we believe that the
results of this test can, however, be considered as quite consistent.

Therefore, future research should focus on increasing the respondent sample size using different
means of communication, not only via social network and internet, to define this phenomenon in a
wider way, considering also other parts of the population. From a geographical point of view, it will be
possible to make some comparison with the concept of fashion industry and circular economy with
samples from other countries, paying attention to their representativeness.
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